
initial pseudo-code
create point in desired location

from point, create a square

copy the square and paste it above
 the first square the same distance 
as the length of the square

rotate the upper square 12.857

loft between the upper and lower 
squares

cap the object

copy the curve of the upper square
and paste it above the upper 
square

repeat steps 3 to 7 five more times

repeat step 3 to 6 one time

new pseudo-code
set rectangle in grasshopper

move new rectangle up above original
rectangle the distance of the length
of the square

use polygon center to find center of 
rectangle

convert degrees to radians

rotate upper square 12.857

loft between the two squares

cap the object

copy the curve of the upper square
and paste it above the upper 
square

repeat steps 3 to 7 five more times

repeat step 3 to 6 one time

iterations

changes

urban context

As the structure develops
upwards, the rotation of each
component rectangle is 
increased by a multiple 
corresponding to the order of 
the rectangle in the upward 
sequence beginning with a 
rotation of 12.857  in the first 
rectangle.
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As the structure develops
upwards, the height of each
component cube is decreased 
by 75% based on the height of 
the cube below.
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In this iteration, the top and 
bottom cubes are doubled in
height and remaining cubes 
decrease in height towards the
middle by a rate of 75% of the
previous cube.  Both the top 
and bottom cube have a 
rotation of 12.875  and this 
increases towards the middle 
by a rate of 2 times greater than 
the previous cube’s rotation 
until the middle cube is reached. 200%
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As the structure develops
upwards, the scale of each
component cube is decreased 
by 75% based on the scale of 
the cube below.
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As the structure develops
upwards, the x and z axis of 
each component cube are
increased by 25% based on 
the cube below.
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set rectangle
initial new

drag rectangle from point

rectangle

set rectangle

reason - no drag rectangle from point option

find center
initial new

no defined pivot point rotate on center point

reason - need consitent acurate rotations 

convert degrees

initial new

assumed that units
would be in degrees

converted degrees to
radians

reason - without converting degrees to radians 
the object over-rotates
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